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The same theorem has recently attracted the attention of many investigators: R. von Mises,* G. Pólya,f Paul Lévy,f Cantelli, § Jacob|| and others.
The object of this paper is (a) to establish a general limit-theorem, removing many restrictions imposed otherwise on the functions involved and their moments, so that the above statement dealing with the law of probability t~1I2J1" er^dx (we shall call it hereafter the "classical case") is therein included as a very special case; (b) to give an elementary proof, which does not use either characteristic functions or algebraic continued fractions, being based on a well known Montel-Helly theorem concerning sequences of monotonic functions.
A brief account will first be given of the "moments-problem" to which the theorem in question is closely related.
1. The moments-problem. Given a certain interval {a, b), finite or infinite, and an infinite sequence of real constants ca, cx, • ■ • ,find a function i¡/{x), nondecreasing in {a, b),^ such that s: *•#(*) = C.
(5 = 0, I,---).
We call this the moments-problem corresponding to the data \c,\. We may assume, without loss of generality, \p{a) =0.
It is known that if {a, b) be finite, then the moments-problem cannot have more than one solution (if it has any),** if we generally agree to consider as * R. von Mises, Fundamenlalsätze der Wahrscheinlichkeitsrechnung, Mathematische Zeitschrift, vol. 4 (1919) , pp. 1-97. f G. P61ya, Über den zentralen Grenzwertsatz der Wahrscheinlichkeitsrechnung . . . , Mathematische Zeitschrift, vol. 8 (1920) Rendus, vol. 188 (1929), pp. 541-43,754-56. U The case of <¡/(x) having but a finite number of points of increase in (a, b) is trivial. ** A simple proof is the following. The existence of two solutions ^i(x), ^a(ai) implies /.
x-dF(x) = 0
The latter relations lead to the required conclusion: F(*)"=0 at all points of continuity in (a, b), by the following reasoning due to Stieltjes (Correspondance d'Eermite et Stieltjes, Paris, 1905, pp. 337-338) . If such a point z exists (a<z<b), where F(z)^0, then l-(x-z)2/M>0 (aS*á&),for a sufficiently large M; hence, it is easily seen that
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use identical two solutions px(x), p2(x) which coincide at all points of continuity* We express this property by saying that the moments-problem for a finite interval is "determined."
On the other hand, the moments-problem for an infinite interval may be "indeterminate," i.e., it may admit infinitely many solutions. In fact, in the formula Jyc-le-by¿y - Hence we get infinitely many non-decreasing functions I e-"x [1 + h sin Íkx* tan \ir) ]dx,
(1) J\ f e-<*ß\ 1 + h cos (kx» tan -J \ dx (-1 á * $t 1), for n very large, is different from zero, which is impossible, I being a linear combination of the moments of F(x), all of which vanish. (We notice that such M does not exist for (a, b) infinite.) Moreover, if ¡(x) is continuous to the left, then ¡¡/x(x) =fy(x) everywhere in (a, b), since ^¡{x-0) = lim faiX), where X{<x) converges to x, being always a point of continuity of ifriix), i=l, 2.
* Also at the points a, b, if (a, b) be finite; this, however, necessarily follows from the relations lAi.j(a) = 0, J #i(») = J dttix) = c t These have been given by Adamoff (Proof of a theorem of Stieltjes, Proceedings of the Kazan Mathematical Society (1911, in Russian) ) and by Stekloff (Application de la théorie de fermeture . . . , Mémoires de l'Académie des Sciences, Petrograd, vol. 33 (1915) ), but the original statement is due to Stieltjes (loe. cit., p. 230).
solutions of the same moments-problem for (0, oo ) and ( -°°, °° ) respectively.
Either of the following conditions ensures the determined character of the moments-problem for an infinite interval:
(2) ¿S",/( diverges* (cn = J xHFix) J ;
with pix) <M\x\a~le~"lxl for \x\ ¿txo, sufficiently large iM,a, k are positive constants); X^i for (a, b) = (0, °o),f X^ 1 for (a, b) = (-oo, w).J On the other hand, the moments-problem is indeterminate if dpix) =pix)dx, and for \x\ sufficiently large (see (1)) pix) > e-'|l|X (<c > 0) with X < \ for (0, oo), X < 1 for (-00,00).
2. A generalized statement of the second limit-theorem.
Given a sequence of laws of probability exists i=mr), §for r-0, 1, • • • ; iß) the subsequence {Ciix)} converges for any x to one fixed law of probability pix), save, perhaps, at its points of discontinuity; iy)f-"xrdpix) exists and = mrir = 0, 1, ■ • • ).|| The proof will be arranged in several steps. 3. Existence of rar(r = l, 2, • • • ). We apply here the classical "diagonal method."
The hypothesis of the uniform boundedness of {m"r)} for all r = l, 2, • • ■ , enables us to extract from the sequence \mnl)] a subsequence {ma)} converging to a finite limit mx. The sequence {mf¡ ] gives rise to a subsequence {m%] ] converging to a finite limit m2, and so on. We thus get a sequence \m(£, m(£, ■ ■ • ] converging to a finite limit mr, for any * T. Carleman, Sur les équations intégrales singulières . . . , Uppsala, 1923, p. 219. t Stieltjes, Recherches sur les fractions continues, Oeuvres, vol. II, pp. 402-559, where (3) is given for (0, 00) only. The corresponding condition for (-00, 00 ) follows directly. J It can be easily shown that, if x<¡> 1 and if, in (1, x¡¡), p(x) is bounded in the sense of Lebesgue, i.e., disregarding a set of zero measure, then (3) is included in (2). Furthermore, if ^i(^), ^i{x) are solutions of a determined moments-problem for the interval (a, 00 ) (a = 0, -00 ), we can arrange so as to have 4>i(x)=i¡/2(x) everywhere in (a, 00), since 4>i(x)=^(x) at all points of continuity, it being permissible, as above, to take \l>i(x) continuous to the left (¿=1, 2).
§ «to exists and = 1, by definition of law of probability. || It follows that there is necessarily at least one solution of the moments-problem corresponding to the data {mr\.
The corresponding laws of probability yx{x)=FPl{x), y2{x)=Fqi{x), • ■ ■ clearly satisfy (a). The reasoning still holds if none of the Fn{x) has all of its moments finite.
4. Existence of a limiting law of probability \p{x). This follows by applying to {Fn{x)] the Montel-Helly* theorem on monotonie functions. We state it in a slightly generalized form:
If a family \f{x)} of functions, non-decreasing on {-oo, oo), is uniformly bounded in any finite interval {i.e. \f{x0)\ <A{x0) at any finite point x0, A{x0) being the same for allf{x)), then from any infinite sequence of this family we can extract a subsequence which converges, for any x, to a non-decreasing function. Moreover, the convergence is uniform in any interval, where the limit-function is continuous.
The theorem holds, with proper modifications, for families of functions of bounded variation.
In order to prove (j3), it suffices to apply this theorem to the sequence {t.W } > since 0^7,(x) ^ 1 for -»gj^oo.
We extract then from it a sequence {Cp(#)} converging everywhere to a non-decreasing function <p{x), and we take 4>{x) =<£(# -0). 
* (a) P. Montel, Sur les suites infinies des fonctions, Annales de l'École Normale Supérieure, 1907; (b) E. Helly, Über lineare Funktionaloperationen, Sitzungsberichte der Akademie der Wissenschaften, Wien, vol. 121 (1912), pp. 265-297. t This is by no means obvious.
Take, for example, F"(x)=0 (x<-»), =i(-n^xèn), *=\(x>n).
Here lim",»F"(a;)=^(a:) sj for -oo^zgoo.
[April which, applied to {Cp{x)}, yield, for r = 0 and p-»oo,
and this proves (i) by letting £>->°o, a-►-oo.
(ii) follows directly from (4), taking into account the uniform boundedness of {«"«'+»} (n = l, 2, •••).
In order to establish (iii), we write
and a similar expression for \a\ 'Fn{a){a< -1). 5. fl^xrdip(x) exists and=wir(r = 0, 1, • ■ • ). This statement being the fundamental part of the theorem, we give for it two proofs. Proof I. We apply the two following theorems due respectively to Hamburger* and to Helly,t the proofs of both of which are very elementary. Helly's Theorem. Given a sequence { Vn{x)} of functions of bounded variation on a finite interval {a, b) such that (i) the total variations of all Vn{x) on {a, b) are uniformly bounded; (ii) lim",MF"0*0 =v{x)% exists for a^x^b, with the possible exception of a countable set of points not including a, b. Then iim.n^xfaf{x)dVn{x)=faf{x)dv{x),for any continuous function f{x).
Going back to the given sequence {Fn{x)} and to the above function \[/{x) = limp«.x{Cp{x)}, we notice, first, thsX flaf{x)d\p{x), fl"f{x)dFn{x) certainly exist if f{x) is bounded on ( -°o, oo ) and continuous on any finite interval. Furthermore, since, as we have seen, f"L«,dCv{x) converges uniformly (with respect to p), an easy application of Helly's theorem yields (6) Hence, Hamburger's theorem is applicable and proves (7). Proof II. We restrict ourselves to the domain of real numbers, making use of the following extension of Helly's theorem to the infinite interval (-00, 00) .
[April Given a sequence {vn{x)\ defined on (-°°, °°) such that (i) vn{x) is of bounded variation on any finite interval, (ii) all vn{x) and their total variations are uniformly bounded on any finite interval, (iii) lim""<,z;"(x) =v{x) exists for all x, with the possible exception of a countable set of points, (iv) fbaf{x)dvn{x) converges uniformly {with respect to n) to fl "f{x)dvn{x) {a-* -oo, b-* oo ), if f{x) is continuous everywhere {not necessarily uniformly). Then f1^f{x)dv{x) exists and=lim" ""/" "f{x) dvn {x).
We notice, first, that v{x) is of bounded variation (see footnote on page 538) on any finite interval, secondly (by virtue of Helly's theorem), that
{bb'>0, », \b\, \b'\ sufficiently large; e>0 arbitrarily small); hence, fl"f{x)dv{x) exists. It suffices to apply the above theorem, with/(a;) =xT{r = 0, 1, ■ • • ), to the above sequence {Cp(a;)} which satisfies all four conditions stated, and (7) is established.
6. Special case. A direct corollary is the following Theorem.
//limn_M»inr exists { = mr) for r = 0, 1, ■ • ■ , then at least one fixed law of probability, say F{x), exists such that mT is its rth moment (r=0, 1, • • • ), and a subsequence \d{x) =Fni{x) ] can be extracted from the given * vn(x), v(x) have each a single saltus= 1/2", 1 at z=4n, 0 respectively. sequence {Fnix) ] of laws of probability such that limi<00C¿(x) =Fix) for any x. If, in addition, the \mr] are such that the corresponding moments-problem is determined, then the sequence {F"ix)} itself converges, for n->oo, to Fix) at any point of continuity of Fix).
We need a proof for the last part only. Assume that a point x0 of continuity of Fix) exists such that {Fnix0)} does not converge to Fix0). Hence, a subsequence {Ck(xo)=Fnkix0)} can be extracted such that Ct(*0) converges, for k-»oo, to a certain number A ^/?(x0). On the other hand, we have seen that the sequence {Ckix)} gives rise to a subsequence {o\-(x)} which, for any x, converges, as i-»oo, to a function dix), having the same moments mr(r = 0, 1, • • ■ ) as Fix), and therefore, since, by hypothesis, the momentsproblem corresponding to {mr} is determined,
(F(x) being continuous at x = x0), which is impossible, {a\(x0)} being a sub sequence of |C,i(xo)} which converges, but not to ¿(xo). We have seen also ((i), p. 537) thatF(-co)=0, F(co) = l.
The condition that the moments-problem corresponding to {mr} be determined is not only sufficient for the validity of the limiting relation lim Fnix) = Fix) »-»00
(at any point of continuity of Fix))* but it is also necessary. For if Fix) and #(x) be two distinct solutions of the moments-problem in question, then In fact, the moments-problem corresponding to \mT] is determined (by virtue of (2) or (3)), and
is continuous for all x. We see that the classical case is but a very special case of the general second limit-theorem.
8. The determined character of the moments-problem in the classical case. The conditions (2, 3) ensuring the determined character of the moments-problem have been established by means of very profound, but also complicated, considerations (continued fractions, singular integral equations). It seems of interest to give an elementary proof involving a simple theorem of Pólya.* We wish to prove the following Theorem. Given a law of probability ft(r) such that "** " />*« " r(^r)/r(ir) " lèiè L""""^'' Assume the existence of two such functions ^i(af) and $2{x). Employing the reasoning of §1 (footnote on page 534) and using property (iii), page 537. J -x, * G. Pólya,. Über den Gaussschen Fehlergesetz, Astronomische Nachrichten, vol. 208 (1919) , No.
4981, pp.185-192.
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On the other hand, a reasoning similar to that of §4. leads, making use of (12) and the asymptotic expression for the r function, to , , 2m2n
| F(x0) | <-(» very large, x0 arbitrary), 
